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Living in Matriarchy
Living in Matriarchy
A credible, viable, and proven alternative
Though screened for centuries, there is indeed another civilized social organization model that could spare
us the disasters heralded by the collapse of our civilization: matriarchy. Living in matriarchy can help us
avoid these catastrophes. Modern research on matriarchies conducted, for instance, by the philosopher
Heide Göttner-Abendroth [1] has clarified it in concrete terms. And the results of this research are truly
inspiring and encouraging.

The situation in the West
Of course, this work and this new paradigm are still largely ignored and denigrated. There is even a fairly
widespread belief that some western communities have been living in some form of matriarchal families for
a long time. That explains why we prefer to use the term "matriarchist." These supposed matriarchal
families have very little to do with the balanced political, social, and economic system found in
matriarchies.

A meteoric evolution
The situation of Western women has changed dramatically over the last century. The Canadian province of
Quebec, for example, was once a symbol of particularly oppressive Catholic patriarchy for women. Yet,
within just a few decades, it has become one of the places in the world where women's emancipation
stands out[2] . From a "matriarchist" point of view, we could quickly summarize the current situation.
Western women have already proven that they could eventually become men's equal in this world
conceived and thought for and by men.

We live in a patriarchy
In fact, despite all the gains made to achieve some form of equality between men and women in the West,
we still live in fundamentally "patriarchist" societies. We also prefer to use the term "patriarchist," rather
than patriarchal, to describe the civilization we live in. Matriarchal and patriarchal adjectives have been too
closely associated with mothers' and fathers' family roles in the West. We can no longer afford to play the
puppets in this cunning dividing strategy so effective to let the ruling class prevail more easily. There is
absolutely no point in opposing fathers to mothers of families in a matriarchy, and by extension, men to
women. This "war" of the sexes is absurd and leads nowhere.

Patriarchy and matriarchy are not limited to families
Patriarchy and matriarchy are systems that are not limited to the functioning of families. However, families
play vital roles in both cases. These are two different civilizations types. Each has developed political and
economic systems based on worldviews with fundamentally different goals. The patriarchy establishes
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relations of domination by force, dividing the population into more or less isolated classes, which form a
pyramid. Matriarchy bases the organization of society on the central role played by mothers in the cycle of
life.

However, keep in mind that human civilizations are incredibly complex. Neither pure patriarchy nor pure or
total matriarchy has ever existed. Most likely, none will ever exist. The Matriarchist Party's goal is to show
that radical but tested solutions exist to get our world out of the impasse in which it finds itself. Our goal is
not to impose a point of view on others. Most of us recognize that our way of life is organized and
conditioned on grounds leading us to our loss. Our goal is to show that profound changes to our collective
operating rules based on matriarchist principles are available. And that it will restore hope for better days
for our community and future generations.

The mother is the life cycle origin
The very first family sense that exists above all for every one of us is, first and foremost, the one that binds
us to our mother. Matriarchy recognizes this fact by clearly identifying the mother as the one who invests
her whole being in the life cycle origin. The critical role of the spermatozoon in creating human life is
comparable to that of the oocyte. At this point, the father and the mother are at the same level. What sets
the mother apart is putting many aspects of her life at risk during pregnancy, childbirth, and breastfeeding.
Generally, mothers also invest a lot in the early years of newborns. It is an invaluable mothers' contribution
to the upholding of human society.

God the Father would be the world's mother?
Patriarchy opposes this evidence with an almighty father who would be "the mother of the world"[3] , the
foundation of monotheistic religions. Thus, the word patriarchy refers to the Greek suffix "arkhe" 's original
or founding meaning while emphasizing its other sense of dominant power. It is the patriarchs, or the
fathers of the nation, who hold this role. Within religions, profoundly and firmly maintaining this belief of the
all-powerful creator god rooted in citizens' minds. This belief is found explicitly, for example, in the
preamble to the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms of the Constitution Act, 1982.[4]

Maintain the established order by force
The first step in establishing patriarchy is the territory conquest and its people's submission by force. At the
political level, the patriarchs then maintain a system where they divide the peoples into a hierarchy of
several classes of decision-making powers. First, a designated or elected minority holds these powers.
Next, armed forces control this organization and are responsible for maintaining order. Finally, the
patriarchs themselves, formerly almost exclusively men, establish this "order" in their interest and not in
that of the people.

Private property: primarily a theft
At the economic level, the patriarchs have introduced the concept of private property, the basis of our
economy. This expression comes from the verb "deprive" itself derived from the Latin "privare", which
means to take away from others what they have or to deprive them of the right to access it. Initially, it is
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essentially theft. New owners deprive others of access to a territory that they could freely access before. In
Canada and the Americas, despite all the colonial administrations' acrobatics to hide this reality, it is pretty
challenging to see otherwise what happened to aboriginals' nations[5] .

Globalization aims to privatize the world, that is to say, to
steal it from others
The patriarchist economy aims to maintain or improve the privileged ruling class position. That occurs most
often to the lower classes' detriment. In the West, the economic system in place to play this role is
capitalism. It adds the market freedom principle to private property. As a result, the ruling class's tangible
possessions and wealth accumulation have grown uninterrupted over the past centuries. Since the 1980s,
the "neo-liberal" ideology with its ultimate weapon of "globalization" markets has tackled the "colonization
of the globe"[6] .

The gap between the rich and the poor has never been more significant. The ecological balance of our
world has never been so precarious. The Earth itself is the target of global nuclear and climate threats. All
of this is a direct consequence of the patriarchist civilization that has taken control of our world.

The eternal couple is the patriarchal
family foundation
The existence of an all-powerful father who is at the same time the world's mother does not correspond to
anything found on Earth. To allow us to believe it, our religious patriarchs have imagined a "next world,"
where many other things would be possible too. One of those particularly appealing things is this idea of an
eternal life that would continue after death in that afterlife. As this idea brought immense success, our
religions decided to extend it also to the family organization. Suddenly, thanks to "marriage," the parents'
couple union had to be "eternal," too. In fact, to last at least until the death of one of the couple members.

Even today, for example, the unique event that automatically ends a marriage in the Province of Quebec is
death. The only other marriage ending possibility is divorce. And this one must be approved by a judge and,
based on only three possible reasons[7] . One of these motives is adultery committed by one of the spouses
(infidelity). Marriage foundation is monogamy, the partners' sexual exclusivity. We can also find the
patriarchist's point of view even more clearly in the word marriage's etymology; that is, the husband's
family ("Mari" in French).[8]

Marriage ensures the ruling class wealth growth
Marriage's obvious goal is to grow the private property model. The patriarchs would help, for example,
married couples to establish themselves on a small piece of a conquered land. They legally assign them
private ownership. By spreading the new families on the territory, one thus carried out its exploitation on a
larger scale with each generation. It is a very effective way to support colonization[9] . The economy's
patriarchs were delighted with this new way of seeing the family. It allowed them to increase their wealth
even more quickly.
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Couples are no more eternal than life
Of course, couples are far less eternal than life. Freed from religious domination, we are now witnessing our
families' painful and chaotic dismantling[10] , supposed to last at least the parents' whole life. It is quite
surprising that very few people dare question this family model or even just that belief of an eternal
parents' couple.

Can we say that the human being is
"naturally" monogamous?
Religious marriage has institutionalized monogamy, a single marriage[11] . Subsequently, a powerful stream
has spread of ideas to prove that human monogamy is "natural." As if we could find it in the animal
world.[12] .

However, it is tough to find a consensus on the definition of animal monogamy. The reason is that nothing
compares to what humans have institutionalized as religious marriage with animals. Although there are
broad definitions, we can generally understand animal monogamy as keeping the same partner during the
offspring growing season. Even if we stick to this loose definition, we can hardly justify structured human
monogamy today. Nowadays, the more the members of civilized societies are free, the less monogamy is
frequent. That is, short parents' couple duration does not relate to offspring growth. Therefore, the human
being is not naturally monogamous.

And yet, monogamy still resonates in the scientific world, which persists in using this term. No matter how
unlikely is this postulate, scientists go so far as to describe the human reproduction mode as "sequential"[13]

or "serial" monogamy.

This wording almost qualifies as an oxymoron. Indeed, the prefix "mono" clearly means "one." One wonders
how it is possible to continue talking about human monogamy today when the sequence of sexual relations
with different partners can sometimes occur within minutes or hours.

It is as if the Western scientific community could not see the human family apart from the parents' couple's
perspective.[14] .

Human civilizations have been with us for thousands of years. So are we trying to make us believe that
none would have successfully implemented another family lifestyle other than monogamy?

The ultimate goal of patriarchy is a motherless world
The collapse of the patriarchist nuclear family is evident when observing the gradual decline in the duration
of parental couples. But the grip of this model remains a foundation of patriarchy even today. However,
marriage is only an intermediate step towards patriarchy's ultimate goal of taking control of the natural
motherhood order, becoming the only human life creator. Assisted reproductive technologies have
developed at a phenomenal rate, particularly in the last half-century. Thus, we are getting closer and closer
to the ultimate moment targeted by patriarchy. The one where mankind (humanity from the male point of
view) will ultimately become the absolute creator of life, almost without natural help. Because we still count
at the base on the spermatozoon and the oocyte to achieve this "feat"[15] .
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Upon achieving this goal, patriarchy will no longer need marriage and the family's nuclear model. Instead,
human beings will be individuals from the very beginning. But we are not there yet. And above all, is this
the path we want to take to "save" humanity?

Replace patriarchy with matriarchy
We can, therefore, identify four founding axes for the patriarchy in which we live:

The conquest of a territory followed by the control by force of an order established and initially
decided by a ruling class;
The belief in an all-powerful patriarch god, at the origin of everything and controlling everything;
An economy based on private property and the growth of a free market for the benefit of a dominant
class;
A social organization multiplying families based on the sacred union of a parents' couple.

We established above the foundation axes of the patriarchy in which we live. What could it look like in a
matriarchy? We attempt to answer this question precisely in this manifesto. We propose to replace our
patriarchy with a matriarchy. Because we firmly believe that life in matriarchy will adequately solve many
of the fundamental problems facing our civilization.

The myth of women dominated matriarchy
First, in a matriarchy, the world is not designed for and by women. Here is the first myth that it is essential
to debunk. And that is causing a lot of confusion. The etymology of the word includes the Latin prefix
"Mater" (the mother) and the Greek suffix "Arkhè", both well known. But "Arkhè" is not used here in the
sense of command, dominant power, or authority. It is rather "Arkhè" in its broader sense of origin or
foundation[16] .

A matriarchy is thus a society that recognizes mothers as the base, the founding, and the central element.
It is not at all about a community that is "dominated" by mothers. Conventional research has thus sought to
seek a civilization where mothers, and by extension, women, would have found themselves in a dominant
position over men. The existence of this kind of matriarchy is indeed challenging to demonstrate.

On the other hand, we can easily find evidence proving the existence of civilizations where mothers play a
central role (not only limited to the family sphere). In these societies, men most often retain essential
political responsibilities. That is one of the reasons often cited to oppose the idea of calling these societies
matriarchies. It merely shows that these are societies in balance[17] .

Giving them the status of matriarchy allows us to consider them a well-organized political, social, and
economic system. It is the primary inspiration behind the writing of these pages.

Inspiring matriarchies
Not far away in the past
Let us take the Iroquois, one of the most famous matriarchies. The founders of the United States carefully
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transcribed the Iroquois Confederacy constitution to use it as an inspiration.[18] .

Article 44 is unambiguous about the central role given to mothers :

44. The lineal descent of the people of the Five Nations shall run in the female line. Women shall be
considered the progenitors of the Nation. They shall own the land and the soil. Men and women shall
follow the status of the mother[19] .

Unfortunately, the balanced social organization of the Iroquois has not crossed the barriers of culture and
time so close to us. During its history, for example, the Quebec nation has often got close to the
Amerindian societies. The intermingling of those cultures was part of a concrete reality not so long ago. For
example, the Francophone origins of the Métis Nation are undeniable. And many French Canadians proudly
mention having "Indian" blood flowing through their veins!

Matriarchies were common among Aboriginal societies in North America. Work to restore their status as
authentic matriarchies is a valuable source of inspiration to help establish modern matriarchies. A proud
descendant of the Iroquois matriarchy, Barbara Alice Mann is one of this movement's leading figures. For
example, her work dates the Iroquois Confederacy establishment back to 1142. That places the Iroquois
Confederacy among the oldest democracies still alive, with Switzerland's cantons and Iceland's
Government[20] .

But considering the Iroquois nation a democracy is undoubtedly debatable. Without directly contradicting
this statement, Barbara Alice Mann believes that the idea of distributing equal political power among the
entire population is "a prescription for disaster" [21] .

For that matter, we propose a new political system more in line with matriarchies: Aviacracy. That is,
grandmothers’ exclusive right to vote.

Matriarchies that still exist elsewhere today
In Asia, a more realistic definition of matriarchies also allows us to consider several matriarchies today,
such as the Mosuo, the Khasi, and the Minangkabau. These last two include populations that number in the
millions. The Mosuo were chosen as a model community by the International Institute for Sustainable
Development (IISD) as part of the United Nations’ fiftieth anniversary in 1995.

Pierre-Marc Jonhson co-chaired the committee responsible for selecting 50 "model communities"[22] . In its
press release, IISD reports that the matriarchal organization of the Mosuos has allowed them to maintain a
fair distribution of wealth and resources for 2000 years [23] . IISD also made it clear that choosing the
Mosuos as a model community intended to inspire change elsewhere in the world.

Contrary to what many scientific community members still believe, we must consider these societies as
examples from which we can draw great lessons. There is much to draw inspiration from, as we are far from
qualifying as wealth and resources distribution fair models.
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A civilization form that can last infinitely
More generally, matriarchies are civilizations that rest on a cycle form model inspired by natural life. The
community identifies Mothers as being their origin and grants them the utmost respect. They celebrate
Inherent skills related to motherhood. It provides mothers with fundamental roles in the organization and
operation of these societies. Ensuring that decision-making bodies are always subject to the rule of
consensus prevents situations where a group could become dominant.

We do have before us a credible, viable, and proven alternative to our delusional patriarchal capitalist
democracy. Matriarchies are based on cycles rather than on the growth pyramid of patriarchy. They thus
offer the fundamental advantage of being able to last practically forever.
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Bruce E. Johansen, Native American Ideas of Governance and the United States Constitution eJournal USA, U.S.
Department of State / June 2009 (visited June 18th, 2018)[↑14]

19. The Constitution of the Iroquois Nations (visited June 18th, 2018)[↑15]

20. « Using a combination of documentary sources, solar eclipse data, and Iroquois oral history, Mann and Fields assert
that the Iroquois Confederacy's body of law was adopted by the Senecas (the last of the five nations to ratify it) August
31, 1142. … their date of 1142 A.D. would rank the Iroquois Confederacy with the government of Iceland and the Swiss
cantons as the oldest continuously functioning democracy on earth.
http://www.ratical.org/many_worlds/6Nations/DatingIC.html Dating the Iroquois Confederacy (visited June 18th,
2018)[↑16]

21. « One of the most damaging misunderstandings of good mindedness is the assumption that because everyone is
equal, Everyone possesses equal amounts of wisdom and talent. And therefore everybody should share equal amounts
of power. Well... this is a prescription for disaster if I ever heard one. [...] Seen one seen them all. That's a patriarchal
idea. Instead, everyone has a limited amount of wisdom and a limited amount of talent. And the idea is to make it all
work together for the good of everybody. No one person is going to be able to this alone. » (from 8min. 10 sec.)
Barbara Alice Mann, conference A (M)otherworld is Possible : Two Feminist Visions - Matriarchal Studies - The Gift
EconomyOctober 23-25, 2009, York University, Toronto, Canada[↑17]

22. « The Awards were part of a programme in honor of the 50th Anniversary of the United Nations undertaken by the
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Friends of the United Nations, a non-governmental organization. The programme was aided by the advice of an
International Panel of Advisors, co-chaired by Dame Nita Barrow of Barbados and Dr. Pierre Marc Johnson of Canada.
The selection process was guided by a committee drawn from the Panel. These communities were chosen because
each one demonstrates positive and practical solutions to difficult problems and has inspiring lessons to offer to other
communities and to the United Nations. [...] It is hoped that their lessons will inspire practical reform and rethinking
about how citizens may help to achieve the mission of the United Nations as we enter the 21st Century. »
We the Peoples: 50 Communities Awards (visited June 18th, 2018)[↑18]

23. « For 2,000 years, the Mosuos have maintained a society in which women uphold the integrity and assume
leadership roles in the community. 85% of the population is still living under matrilineal family structures where women
are heads of households, care for the young and the old, carry the family lineage and distribute wealth and resources
with equality. »
We the Peoples: 50 Communities Awards (visited June 18th, 2018)[↑19]
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 [↑1] http://www.matriarchiv.info/uploads/HGA-F-La-recherche-moderne-sur-le-matriarcat.pdf
 [↑2] http://www.lexpress.fr/emploi/gestion-carriere/au-quebec-le-machisme-n-a-pas-droit-de-cite_1260285.html%20<em
>Danielle%20Stanton</em>,%20Au%20Qu%C3%A9bec,%20le%20machisme%20n'a%20pas%20droit%20de%20cit%C
3%A9<br%20/>%20In%20the%20section%20%C2%AB%20S%E2%80%99installer%20au%20Canada%20%C2%BB%20
of%20the%20French%20magazine%20L%E2%80%99Express
 [↑3] http://emanzipationhumanum.de/downloads/capitalistpatriarchy.pdf
 [↑4] http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/const/page-15.html
 [↑5] https://www.ababord.org/Idle-No-More,1908
 [↑6] https://www.educaloi.qc.ca/en/capsules/marriage-quebec
 [↑7] https://sites.google.com/site/etymologielatingrec/home/m/mariage
 [↑8] http://www.cmhg.gc.ca/cmh-pmc/page-192-eng.aspx
 [↑9] http://www.littre.org/definition/monogame
 [↑10] http://www.scienceshumaines.com/la-monogamie-est-elle-naturelle_fr_21607.html
 [↑11] http://lecerveau.mcgill.ca/flash/capsules/outil_bleu32.html
 [↑12] http://aes-france.org/?La-famille-au-coeur-de-la-societe
 [↑13] http://www.matriarchiv.info/uploads/HGA-F-La-recherche-moderne-sur-le-matriarcat.pdf
 [↑14] https://kr.usembassy.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/75/2017/04/inaugural_001.pdf
 [↑15] http://www.indigenouspeople.net/iroqcon.htm
 [↑16] http://www.ratical.org/many_worlds/6Nations/DatingIC.html%20Dating%20the%20Iroquois%20Confederacy%20(visi
ted%20June%2018th,%202018)
 [↑17] http://www.motherworldconference.org/presentations06.html
 [↑18] http://web.archive.org/web/20110526005128/http://www.iisd.org/50comm/50_desc.htm
 [↑19] http://web.archive.org/web/20110526004658/http://www.iisd.org/50comm/commdb/list/c32.htm
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